Environmental Studies

If you like these types of subjects:

- Agricultural and Horticultural Studies
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Environmental Science
- Geography
- Information Technology
- Maths
- Outdoor and Environmental Studies

Or if this is your dream job:

- Aquatic scientist
- Conservation field officer
- Catchment manager
- Coastal and park planner
- Environmental analyst/consultant
- Fire ecologist
- Land management officer
- Marine biologist
- Park ranger
- Recycling manager
- Water quality/waterways manager
- Wildlife ecologist

Then consider a Deakin University environment course in:

- Environmental management and sustainability
- Fisheries and aquaculture
- Marine biology
- Wildlife and conservation biology

Combined courses include, but are not limited to:

- Arts/Science
- Commerce/Science
- Science/Law
- Teaching (science)/Science

[deakin.edu.au/study-at-deakin/find-a-course/environment]